Subcellular tracking of drug release from carbon nanotube vehicles in living cells.
The direct observation of drug release from carbon nanotube vehicles in living cells is realized through a unique two-dye labeling approach. Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are firstly marked with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) to track their location and movement inside the cell. Then a fluorescent anticancer drug doxorubicin (DOX) is attached by means of π-stacking onto SWNTs. Delivered by SWNTs into cells, DOX will detach from the vehicle in an acidic environment due to the pH-dependent π-π stacking interaction between DOX and SWNTs. From observation of the two different kinds of fluorescence (green and red) that respectively represent the carrier SWNTs and drug DOX, the process of drug release inside the living cell can be monitored under a confocal microscope. Results show that the drug DOX detaches from SWNTs inside the lysosomes to yield free molecules and escape into the cytoplasm and finally into the nucleus, while the vehicle SWNTs are trapped inside the lysosomes, without entering the nucleus. The current observations confirm previously proposed mechanisms for drug/DOX release inside cells. The experimental establishment of drug-release mechanisms in living cells here might provide important insights for future design of new drug-delivery and release systems.